The BCRs ...

... represent a contractual commitment by all Group companies to comply with the Group data protection guidelines for the protection of personal data and to implement these guidelines under their own responsibility.

... define the framework for uniform data protection standards for the entire Group.

... apply to the transfer of personal data between all Group companies around the world and represent the fundamental internal rules for the processing of your personal data.

... apply to all employees and must therefore be complied with by all employees.

... must be drawn to the attention of all employees through training, employment contracts, etc. This is ensured by the Group companies.

Note: if the BCRs are not recognized by a Group company, the exchange of personal data on the basis of the BCRs is not possible. In such cases, individual contracts are required.

Availability of BCRs
The complete BCRs are available upon request (email to dataprotection@conti.de) or internally at C.INSIDE > Corporation > Continental Rules.

Questions
If you have any questions, please contact the central data protection team at dataprotection@conti.de.
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Your rights

Depending on national legislation*, you have certain inalienable rights with respect to your personal data.

These include:

- **The right to information** – on the data, the origin of the data and the purpose of processing
- **The right to correction** – if the data is incorrect, incomplete or inappropriately processed
- **The right to block data** – if the situation is not clear
- **The right to have data deleted** – if processing is unnecessary or the data is processed inappropriately
- **The right to refuse** – to allow data to be processed for promotion or market/opinion research processes or in the event of justified personal interests

**Exercise of your rights** – those concerned must not be placed at any disadvantage as a result of exercising their rights.

* You will find a full overview of your rights in the applicable laws and regulations.